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Abstract 
 
The success of the Web and of portable devices has 
made popular the idea that any information could be 
made available to anybody, anytime, and anywhere. 
Other paradigms are taking off within the ubiquitous 
computing solutions. This invited paper identifies some 
of these paradigms, focusing on the more innovative 
ones in terms of information services. In particular, 
broadcast-based and location-based services are in-
troduced. Further, it discusses user profiles and con-
texts, two essential components for modern services. 
 
 
1. Introduction1 
"Ubiquitous computing technologies provide a per-
vasive base for a real world environment such that we 
can acquire and deliver information at every place. 
Advances in the technologies of displays, electronic 
papers, digital architecture, sensors, RFID tags and 
storage devices etc. may bring a new real world envi-
ronment for data access." These first two sentences 
from the call for papers of the International Workshop 
on Ubiquitous Data Management (UDM’05) describe 
the background scene that supports a variety of new 
approaches to data management and dissemination and 
that is enabled by wireless communication. 
Ubiquitous computing and ubiquitous data man-
agement may be seen as generic terms covering a large 
spectrum of facilities. Some of them just reproduce 
services that we are used to have in traditional, central-
ized systems. This is the case, in particular, of the fa-
cilities aiming at allowing people on the move to con-
tinue doing business as usual, irrespectively of their 
                                                          
1 The ideas presented in this paper rely on work that was 
partly carried out in the framework of the MICS NCCR, 
funded by Swiss FNRS under grant number 5005-67322, 
and in the framework of the EPFL Center for Global Com-
puting, supported by the Swiss National Funding Agency 
OFES as part of the European projects KnowledgeWeb 
(FP6-507482) and DIP (Data, Information, and Process In-
tegration with Semantic Web Services) No 507483. 
current location and of current time. The explicitly 
stated target is to give access to any information, to 
anybody, anywhere and anytime. While this may give 
the impression that we live in a pervasive information 
space, the services offered to users show little advances 
in terms of information management techniques, the 
major novelty residing in the underlying mobile com-
munication systems. 
More innovative approaches to information ser-
vices exist. They aim at avoiding the major and well-
known drawbacks of the current situation, which sees 
users in search of useful information flooded by huge 
amounts of poorly relevant data. We believe such ap-
proaches are promised to a brilliant future, as personal-
ized information services, rather than business-oriented 
services, are the emerging trend that nowadays boosts 
IT development. 
Search for ad-hoc information is indeed the typical 
activity of individuals on the move, complementing 
other major communication-oriented activities such as 
exchanging messages (now including images) via 
email, SMS, or any other communication channel. 
Thus, on-the-spot information delivery appears as the 
new challenge for information services. This includes 
the need to provide information tailored for the specific 
requesting user and taking into account contextual fac-
tors influencing the user perception of what is relevant 
information. 
This paper is an introductory exploration of the 
kind of services that can be designed to cope with the 
new requirements for on-the-spot information delivery. 
It considers broadcasting-based services, location-
based services, and pervasive services. 
2. On-the-spot information delivery  
We are interested here in how information can be 
delivered to users preferably without resorting to que-
rying a central information service. 
The first contribution to the goal relies on wireless 
communication and consists in the facility to deliver 
information wherever the user is. This comes with a 
number of important technical issues about human-
computer interaction (HCI), i.e., what is the best way 
 to communicate with users taking into account the con-
straints imposed by the limited functionality of the 
communication device (e.g., cellular phone, PDA). 
Multimodal interfaces, e.g., using speech recognition 
and speech generation, are part of the answer to the 
problem. We do not discuss HCI issues any further, as 
we do not see these as specifically related to informa-
tion services. 
More relevant to this paper are issues about deter-
mining what information has to be delivered, and 
when. Simply stated, the common aim is to deliver in-
formation when it may be useful, and information that 
is relevant to what the user is currently doing and to the 
targeted user. Examples of inappropriate timing in-
clude delivering the requested information too late 
(e.g., providing details about the next train the user 
may catch after the departure of the train), delivering 
information that is currently useless (e.g., information 
on services offered by a bank whose offices are closed 
for the next three days), and providing “wrong” infor-
mation (e.g., weekdays travel schedule on Saturdays or 
Sundays).  
Regarding relevance to the targeted users, obvi-
ously a major goal for personalized services, it can be 
achieved only if appropriate information about the user 
is available to the service provider. Such information is 
usually referred to as the “user profile”. Acquiring and 
maintaining useful user profiles is an uneasy task. It 
includes managing several profiles for the same user, 
in an attempt to tailor the processing of an information 
request to the current interests of the user, likely to de-
pend on his/her activity (what (s)he is doing). 
Another well-known input towards increasing rele-
vance of the returned information is taking into ac-
count contextual information not attached to the indi-
vidual user (for this, we have the user profiles) but to 
his/her actual environment, i.e. data that has to do with 
where the user is located and when the request is is-
sued, and that may have an influence on the informa-
tion retrieval strategy or on information selection. 
More on this follows in section 6. 
While user profiles and context management are 
inherent aspects of personalized information services, 
whatever the chosen approach is, the way information 
is gathered and disseminated determines alternative 
service architectures and solutions. Automatic and 
anonymous dissemination is achieved by broadcast-
based services, while on request and locally focused 
dissemination characterizes location-based services. 
3. Broadcast-based Services 
Information broadcasting denotes the communica-
tion technique where emitting sources disseminate in-
formation to the surrounding world, without targeting a 
specific individual receiver. Receivers are all devices 
located within the range of the emission and which 
have the capability to capture the information. 
In the pervasive information space that ubiquitous 
computing enables, we can easily foresee a huge 
amount of information sources with a very limited 
emission range (e.g., a few meters). Industry is likely 
to be able to produce thousands of miniaturized infor-
mation broadcast devices at minimal cost, which 
makes it possible to imagine that, for instance, each 
shop is equipped with such a device. Each source 
would broadcast its current message, which can thus be 
captured by passers-by. The intention is to enable sce-
narios alike the following one:  
• Chieko is walking in the street, she keeps her cel-
lular phone on; 
• She walks by a convenience store; her phone re-
ceives a call from the store to prompt her with 
special offers. Her cellular checks if offers corre-
spond to her profile. If something matches her in-
terests, the phone rings; 
• She walks by a fashion store. The phone gets the 
message from the store but discards it as the store 
targets teenagers; 
• She walks by a bank, but the bank is closed. No 
message is sent/received. 
In this scenario we assumed the cellular phone has 
the ability to filter incoming messages, based on the 
user profile. Alternatively, we can also imagine that the 
emitting source only activates its message broadcasting 
when some user with a corresponding user profile is in 
the vicinity. 
The information dissemination paradigm behind 
our broadcasting scenario is the one that aims at deliv-
ering some specific information (e.g., the advertise-
ment message from the shop) to some specific users 
(those in the vicinity, because these are the users that 
may immediately react to the message, e.g. decide to 
enter the shop), at some appropriate time (e.g., only 
while the shop is open) and within a given area (the 
emission range). In short, we can call it the 4S para-
digm: Somebody, Sometime, Somewhere, Something. 
Push location-based services [11] pursue a similar idea. 
We believe this paradigm is an interesting comple-
ment to the current 4A paradigm (Anybody, Anytime, 
Anywhere, Anything). Unfortunately, it is getting too 
little attention from industry and academia. Think, for 
example, of the audio devices that are being distributed 
to museum visitors so that they can get information on 
works on display. With current technology, visitors are 
requested to type the identifier of the work to get the 
corresponding information. As usual with similar de-
vices, many visitors experience problems in finding the 
 way to correctly dial the number and to control the 
flow of information (e.g., stop, reactivate). The broad-
cast approach would see a broadcasting chip installed 
next to each work, and visitors would just need to be in 
front of the work to receive the information. No ma-
nipulation required anymore, just moving around. 
4. Location-based Services 
In contrast to broadcasting services, Location-
Based Services (LBS) have become an increasingly 
popular approach, and academia as well as industry is 
heavily investing in their development. LBS [8] aim at 
providing users with useful, local information, i.e., in-
formation that belongs to a particular domain of inter-
est to the user and can be of use while the user remains 
in the area where (s)he currently is. The most popular 
example of information provided by LBS is “find the 
nearest restaurant”. Fortunately, LBS can be designed 
to provide more elaborate information, in particular by 
taking into account the user’s profile and other contex-
tual data. For example, LBS can implement sophisti-
cated mobile marketing techniques based on detailed 
knowledge of customer profiles, history, needs, and 
preferences [2]. This implies techniques able to inte-
grate location information, customer needs, and vendor 
offerings. 
Real LBS use the decentralized knowledge that is 
geographically close to the user’s location and is con-
sequently most likely to hold the information the mov-
ing user wants to retrieve in order to decide about 
his/her behavior in the short term (within the next 
hours or days). Tourist assistance, traffic monitoring, 
and mobile office are frequently quoted examples of 
LBS applications. Most proposals consider pull-style 
services (reacting to user’s requests, e.g. find a restau-
rant), rather than the above-mentioned push-style ser-
vices [11]. Also, most LBS are thought of as informa-
tion-providing services, while agent-like services, 
capable of performing an action, could be provided as 
well (e.g., a service to book a seat for the concert at the 
local opera house tonight). A typical example scenario 
for LBS is:  
• A person is walking in the city with a PDA, the 
city has some attractions. When approaching a 
church, the person asks for information about its 
history and characteristics. At lunchtime, the per-
son asks for nearby restaurants and their menus.  
While this scenario resembles the one we described 
for broadcast-based services, there are major differ-
ences. In particular, in LBS information is gathered 
from one or more local sources, usually in response to 
users’ requests (pull style), it does not come unsolicited 
(push) from a collection of independently acting 
sources. 
What contributes in making LBS different from 
Web information services is their intentionally limited 
geographical scope (their knowledge-base only covers 
a limited region), on the one hand, and, on the other 
hand, the fact that they can basically be seen as media-
tors between a generally unknown, usually mobile, 
user and data sources or service providers that may 
have to be dynamically discovered. 
Under this assumption, LBS not only need user 
profiles and contextual data to personalize the informa-
tion retrieval; they also need what we call a “data pro-
file”, i.e. a description of what kind of data they may 
find in the locally and currently available data sources. 
These data profiles enable LBS to find out where in-
formation of interest for the query on hand may be ex-
pected. 
 
Figure 1. An LBS framework. 
Figure 1 shows an architectural framework for 
LBS. It includes a generic data source about the local 
environment, providing contextual information (e.g., 
atmospheric conditions, traffic intensity) that may in-
fluence user preferences and behavior. Local data 
sources include Web pages with local information 
(e.g., Web pages from the local tourist office). The 
framework also includes an ontological source provid-
ing help to understand how user profiles and context 
data can be matched to data profiles. LBS can be de-
signed as generic services or as localized services. The 
former sees LBS as, for example, a Web service that 
has no associated data sources. Users may call it to get 
information related to their geographical vicinity. The 
actual GPS position of the user would be the input that 
the LBS uses to search for local data. Once local data 
sources are found and connected, the LBS can start re-
sponding to requests for information. On the other 
hand, a localized LBS is already tailored to a specific 
geographical region, i.e. it has an associated set of 
known data sources and can start processing user que-
 ries as soon as they are received. The advantage of lo-
calized LBS is that they are immediately operational, 
while generic LBS need a setting up phase to acquire 
the data. Moreover, localized LBS can be tailored to 
local peculiarities, which would make them more ef-
fective than generic LBS. Conversely, the advantage of 
generic LBS is that they can maintain history of user 
interactions (assuming the same user repeatedly calls 
the same LBS) and can therefore more easily adjust the 
search for information to user’s preferences, thus in-
creasing relevance of the returned information. How-
ever, counterparts to this advantage are privacy threats, 
and knowledge about user location and trajectories 
needs to be protected. 
From a semantic viewpoint, the major characteristic 
of, and challenge for, LBS is the fact that their media-
tion between users and data sources has to be run on-
the-fly, i.e., it cannot be prepared in advance, as the 
partners in the mediation are not necessarily known. 
We could say that LBS have to perform query evalua-
tion in a hostile environment. To overcome the diffi-
culty, contributions from most advanced techniques are 
welcome. They include: ontology assistance (to under-
stand what it is all about), peer-to-peer information 
search (to increase chances of finding relevant infor-
mation), incomplete information handling (to cope 
with missing data), and approximation techniques (to 
determine what could be a reasonable answer when a 
perfect matching is not possible). 
5. Other Ubiquitous Scenarios 
Ubiquitous computing supports more than the 
above two scenarios. For example, combined with sen-
sor technology it allows for what is usually referred to 
as ambient intelligence applications (see, for instance, 
http://www.research.philips.com/technologies/syst_soft
w/ami/background.html). A typical scenario in this 
domain is: A person is in the living room, watching 
TV; the phone rings; as the handset is picked up, the 
TV is muted; after talking on the phone, the volume on 
the TV is reset to its previous value. From the informa-
tion management perspective, these systems may be 
seen as collaborative agents driven by event-based 
monitoring. Their goal is information control (and sub-
sequent actions), rather than information services. 
Yet another scenario is exemplified by tracking ap-
plications, e.g.: A parcel of electronic equipments is 
prepared for shipping from Japan to USA; the manu-
facturer puts some context-recording sensors into the 
parcel to take measurements (temperature, humidity, 
and magnetic field) and track the position of the goods 
constantly; if pre-specified thresholds are approached, 
the sensors notify the need to adjust the conditions; if 
they are violated, the sensors save the data with the 
timestamp; the receiver can read the recordings. Such 
scenarios are already operational in the real world. 
Their characteristic is the use of mobile sensors and 
wireless communications, as provided by ubiquitous 
capabilities. However, from the information manage-
ment perspective they are rather traditional systems, at 
least in current usage, collecting distant data to perform 
centralized control of the application behavior. 
6. User Profiles 
User profiles provide information that may help in 
achieving intelligent and personalized LBS. They have 
already attracted much attention, in particular from re-
search in artificial intelligence [1] [5], addressing is-
sues such as acquisition of user profiles, learning from 
user preferences, use of profiles for better information 
filtering and decision-making. Different profile-aware 
filtering algorithms have been implemented in applica-
tions such as recommendation systems and web brows-
ing [12] [14]. However, most of the proposals are tai-
lored for some specific computing environment or pre-
defined application (see, e.g., [10]). For example, user 
profiles are routinely used by Web services, which ask 
users to fill a predefined form to register to the service. 
The goal is mainly to send personalized advertisements 
to registered users. Another visible effect of users pro-
files is given by Web services that, once they know the 
country of residence of the user, display their Web 
pages in the language spoken in that country. For ex-
ample, entering Switzerland as country of residence re-
sults in getting the next Web page in German, although 
the user may be located in the French-speaking or Ital-
ian-speaking parts of Switzerland! 
In location-based services, due to the inherent mo-
bility framework, the computing environment is con-
tinuously changing, as well as the type and functional-
ity of available data sources. Static approaches are 
therefore poorly useful. In LBS, both the environment 
and the user profile may change anytime due to change 
in user’s location, in the social environment (e.g., en-
tering or leaving a meeting), and in the user’s activity 
(e.g., from professional to leisure). Hence, LBS rather 
have to focus on more generic and dynamic techniques, 
any time capable of adjusting their services to the cur-
rent environment and user profile.  
For user profile acquisition, it is important to avoid 
lengthy questionnaires. Experiments have shown that 
users faced to more than 4 prompts for information 
from a query system tend to give up using the system 
[15]. LBS can limit the number of interactions with the 
users by building upon the matching of the user profile 
with the knowledge they maintain about the data 
 sources. For example, it is obviously useless to ask us-
ers which type of cuisine they prefer if the description 
of restaurants in the data sources does not include the 
type of cuisine they offer. Usability, selectivity of at-
tributes and frequency of use are relevant criteria in 
choosing what to look for to make up a user profile. 
User profiles may also be acquired and enriched by in-
crementally deriving relevant data from user interac-
tion, and by deriving additional data by reasoning on 
an ontology. 
 
Figure 2. An example profile (a) for Stefano  
Figure 3. Another example profile (b) for  
Stefano 
While the same user can have many profiles, at a 
given point in time, one of these profiles is the one 
primarily corresponding to the current user’s activity 
and request. Figures 2 and 3 show two possible profiles 
for the same person, the former relates to his role as a 
tourist, the latter relates to his role as a computer sci-
ence professional. This suggests that user profiles may 
be organized into two parts, a static part and a dynamic 
part. The static part would store the information that is 
seen as inherently related to the user, irrespectively of 
what are his/her current activity and interest, e.g. age 
and nationality. The dynamic part would contain in-
formation closely related to the user’s possible activi-
ties and requests. In the example profiles for Stefano, 
the properties ‘age’, ‘gender’, ‘nationality’, ‘income’ 
and ‘languages’ would belong to the static and general 
part, while ‘activity’, ‘profession’, ‘interest’, ‘food’, 
‘cuisine’, ‘credit cards’, ‘memberships’, and ‘lunch’ 
would belong to the dynamic part. 
Intelligent LBS are not constrained to using a single 
profile at a time. For example, a request for informa-
tion on nearby restaurants for lunch would be best 
served by considering the current profile, e.g., profes-
sional, from which it may be inferred that the planned 
lunch is a business lunch, extracting the relevant ele-
ment (lunch, indicating the user preference for a short 
business lunch rather than a longer one), deriving from 
a domain ontology some characteristics of business 
lunches (e.g., the restaurant has to be semi-formal or 
formal, food quality should be at least good, ambience 
should be quiet, exotic cuisine styles should get low 
priority), and finally combine these selection criteria 
with the ones from the other user profile (namely, cui-
sine preferences), as a tourist, to suggest an order of 
preference among the final candidate restaurants (e.g., 
keep Japanese cuisine in the final choice, to please the 
user, but give lower priority than traditional cuisine, to 
conform to the social rules from the ontology). 
It is worth noting that even though some attributes 
are repeated in both profiles, such as ‘age’ and ‘lan-
guages’, they may lead to different inferences, in the 
different profiles. A possible organization of user pro-
files is shown in Fig. 4. It shows, for the same user, 
two activity-based profiles and one complete profile. 
The complete profile gathers all data about the user. 
Some of this data show a mark (T for tourist and P for 
professional) indicating that the attribute or the attrib-
ute value is specific to a given profile (here we assume 
one profile per activity). For example, ‘profession’ has 
one set of values specific to the tourist profile and an-
other set of values specific to the professional profile. 
‘memberships’ shows only one set of values, for the 
professional profile, but is not seen as specific to this 
profile (other sets of values may be defined for other 
profiles). Some data, e.g. ‘languages’, bears multiple 
marks, meaning it is shared by the given profiles. Data 
that is not marked is available for inclusion in any pro-
file (but not necessarily included in all profiles). For 
example, ‘age’ is not associated to a specific profile; it 
is included in both example profiles. ‘income’ is also 
not associated to a specific profile, but is included only 
in the tourist profile.  The complete profile is a kind of 
multi-representation object type, as it holds representa-
tions of the user profile for different activities [13]. 
 
 
Activity: Tourist 
Profession: professor, employee, academic 
Age: senior 
Gender: male 
Nationality: French 
Income: good 
Interest: art, culture, hiking, cinema 
Languages: French, English, Italian 
Food: good, very good 
Cuisine: Japanese, Thai, Arabic, Argentinean 
Credit cards: VISA, Master Card 
Activity: Professional 
Profession: computer scientist, professor 
Age: senior 
Interest: databases, ontologies, semantic web 
Languages: French, English, Italian 
Memberships: ACM, IEEE, IFIP, SI 
Lunch: short 
        
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. A possible organization of user profiles in LBS 
 
User profiles can be complemented with a personal 
ontology (i.e., a domain ontology whose domain is this 
user’s concerns and vocabulary). Such an ontology 
may be of great help in adapting user’s profile to local 
languages, culture, and habits, which the user may not 
be aware of. For example, a request from a French user 
to book a table for dinner should be sent to a Swiss 
data source as a request for a table for the evening meal 
(“souper”), not a table for “diner”, which in Swiss 
French refers to lunch. Ontologies can also help users 
to create their own concept hierarchies (including the 
user profile) for website browsing [7]. 
More concerns about user profiles include where to 
store them (e.g., how much can be stored in the user 
device, and how much in the LBS), and how to main-
tain them. Notice that acquisition and maintenance of 
user profiles by the LBS can include reasoning over a 
number of similar profiles to extract generic knowl-
edge that could be relevant for all similar profiles. For 
example, the LBS could get clues on a specific user 
profile by looking at other user profiles in the same 
clustering group. 
User profiles contribute to let LBS properly under-
stand what the user is looking for. In database terms, 
they are used to rewrite the user query to make it more 
precise and more specific. For example, the query 
“where can I buy a souvenir?” can be turned into “give 
me a nearby department store which sells souvenirs” if 
the LBS can derive from the user profile that the user is 
looking for inexpensive souvenirs, more likely to be 
found in department stores than in specialized shops. 
Similarly, the query “which movie could I see to-
night?” can be enriched with user preferences and be 
reformulated as “select a movie in English or French or 
Italian which was rated at least good and is not an ac-
tion movie”. 
User profiles can also be used for predicting up-
coming behavior of the user, according to existing ge-
neric or personal patterns, e.g., alerting user it’s time 
for lunch at about the time the user uses to go for 
lunch. Finally, they can be used to present retrieved in-
formation according to user’s order of preference. 
Activity: - Tourist ○T  
- Professional ○P  
Profession:- professor, employee, academic ○T  
- computer scientist, professor ○P  
Age: senior  Gender: male 
Nationality: French 
Languages ○T○P : French, English, Italian 
Income: good 
Credit card ○T : VISA, Master Card 
Cuisine○T : Japanese, Thai, Arabic, Argentinean 
Interest: - art, culture, hiking, cinema ○T  
           - databases, ontologies, semantic web ○P  
Food○T : good, very good 
Memberships○P : ACM, IEEE, IFIP  
… ... 
Complete Profile 
○P Activity: Professional 
Profession: computer scientist, professor 
Age: senior 
Interest: databases, ontologies, semantic web 
Languages: French, English, Italian 
Memberships: ACM, IEEE, IFIP 
○T Activity: Tourist 
Profession: professor, employee, academic 
Age: senior       Gender: male 
Nationality: French 
Income: good 
Language: French, English, Italian. 
Food: good, very good 
Credit card: VISA, Master Card 
Cuisine: Japanese, Thai, Arabic, Argentinean 
Interest: art, culture, hiking, cinema 
○D  Activity: Daily Life …… 
 7. Contexts 
Everything is context-dependent, in particular the 
meaning of the terms that appear in user’s requests or 
in service and data descriptions. Yet traditional data-
base technology mostly ignores context, providing data 
services based on a single, implicit context.  Fortu-
nately, contexts are now a popular research area, in 
particular for the database community (cf. these 
UDM’05 proceedings, where almost every paper deals 
with contexts). 
Contexts in LBS group any information that char-
acterizes the situation of a person, place, or object, as 
well as the meaning of things at hand, and that can be 
used to provide more relevant services to the user. LBS 
contextual information typically includes the user’s lo-
cation, current time, weather, traffic conditions, etc. In 
several works context includes the user profile. We 
prefer to separate what is specific to the user (and re-
lates to his/her profile) from what relates to other (con-
textual) factors that constrain the user but do not de-
pend on him/her. Systems that use contexts are called 
context-aware systems. 
Context can be used as hard or soft criteria in the 
selection of relevant services [9]. Hard criteria discard 
the services that do not meet them, while soft criteria 
order the set of selected services. For example, the 
user’s location can be used to select only the restau-
rants within a certain distance from the user (hard crite-
rion), or it can be used to sort the selected restaurants 
according to their distance from the user (soft crite-
rion). 
Contextual information has many alternative repre-
sentations, which makes it difficult to interpret and use. 
Context providers and context consumers may have 
different understandings of the same contextual infor-
mation. Definition of metadata standards is one way to 
solve the issue, but is unlikely to scale up to all data 
services that will exist in the future. Another way to 
go, nowadays very popular, is using ontologies tailored 
to provide a shared understanding of the concepts used 
to describe the context and the data services. 
As user profiles, contexts in LBS are highly dy-
namic and cannot be retrieved once for all, but have to 
be monitored in order to get the up-to-date contextual 
information. 
As for user profiles, the semantic challenge in LBS 
context management is to determine which contextual 
information is relevant for the current task. It does not 
make sense to manage very sophisticated contexts if 
only a few components are actually useful. Conversely, 
lower quality services are offered if the appropriate 
contextual information is missing. Determining what is 
relevant in a context calls for matching the context 
with the user profiles on one hand and with the data 
profiles on the other hand. 
A detailed overview of context characteristics and 
issues may be found elsewhere in this volume [4]. TIP 
(Tourism Information Provider) system [6], 
COMPASS (COntext-aware Mobile Personal ASSis-
tant) for mobile tourist applications [9], and the COSS 
(Context-aware, Ontology-based, Semantic Service 
discovery) system [3], are excellent examples of con-
text-aware systems, the latter including the use of sev-
eral domain-specific ontologies: Service type ontology 
(containing concepts such as shop, restaurant), product 
ontology (containing concepts such as DVD, vegetar-
ian food), payment ontology (containing concepts such 
as cash, credit card), and the context ontology (contain-
ing concepts such as location, time).  
8. Conclusion 
Ubiquitous computing is the IT revolution of the 
21st century. It entails a variety of new approaches to 
information management and dissemination. The 
common goal for these approaches is to provide per-
sonalized and contextualized information services, con-
trasting with the anonymous and all-embracing infor-
mation currently provided by Web services. 
In this paper we surveyed different types of ser-
vices, focusing on promising and innovative solutions 
such as broadcast-based and location-based services. 
We further discussed user profiles, the essential con-
tributor to personalization, and highlighted the impor-
tance of contextual data, for which the reader can find 
extensive coverage in the other papers within this same 
volume. 
Discussions with late Prof. Yahiko Kambayashi 
significantly contributed to the ideas in this paper. We 
are happy to see our paper in the proceedings of the 
workshop dedicated to his memory. 
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